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About This Game

Gems Kingdom is a puzzle game where you have to match tokens to create vertical and/or horizontal lines. Each map requires
you to make matches of specific gems to clear the map and move to the next one! The more you play, the more powers you will

unlock and each will enhance your experience (pause the timer, destroy all white gems, show all combinations, etc.).
Only one class is available at start, but this class will evolve through the game and this evolution will grant you a powerful power

specific to your class. With 20 levels, 6 classes to master and 4 mini games, Gems Kingdom offers many hours of fun!
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This game. Yeah, cinematic and all that.
It appears to be quite serious about its subjects (alcoholism, one night stands in clubs – you name it) but, really, it has quite the
shoddy approach to it, falling apart quite spectacularly on its 20-minute mark finale.

Buy this game only if it's a matter of life and death (and that would require a pretty big justification) or if you just like throwing
cash at your screen – that's an hobby too!. So I've played it enough to say that:

It's fun.

It's beautiful.

The song is catchy as hell.

We fell some kind of communication between the devs and the players: that beautiful song in the title screen, this fast and fun
gameplay.

It's an efficient way to kill the time, and I mean that in the most positive way. You play, you have some giggles, you stop, then
you start again and have fun again!

So, as simple as I could say, Barbar-Ian is a very good game, and really holds its place into games like Hotline Miami, The
Binding of Isaac, Nidhogg.

And, finally, for the devs: Thanks a lot for that great game you've brought to us!. 3.00 is a minuscule investment in a game that
has so much potential, even though (as many other reviewers have said) it still has a long way to go.

Galaxy Squad could become the micro-scale alternative to macro-scale turn-based space games like Endless Space 2. Instead of
the Federation or the Galactic Empire, think Firefly.. Perhaps I'm too picky, but the gameplay is comparable to my old Tandy
1000 games. I just cannot get into this game at all. I suppose there's an audience that digs it as evidenced by the good reviews,
but I wish I'd saved my money when buying this. Clunky would be the best description I could offer.. I love these kinds of
games... This one is just far to simple when it comes to the characters. Mix that with pixelated art and the lack of any interesting
fights so far and I just cant get behind this.... this is a game about trees with nothing strange at all, nothing, dont worry about it,
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reaper? ehhh thats not important, the community is quite large and is available on farragofiction.com, dont worry about
gigglesnort, its not important.
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Mousecraft is a straightforward puzzle game that involves leading mice through a series of obstacles using items to guide them
to their goal. The game is presented with a charming visual design with a thin story and reactive character to give the puzzles
context. After some simple levels to introduce the basics the game adds complexity with hazards, adversaries, timing, and blocks
with various properties to handle. The variety keeps things from becoming stale with some of the final levels feeling like Jenga
meets Tetris meets Moustrap. The interface is simple and keeps out of the way with useful fast-forward and restart buttons to
minimize wasted time and make experimentation painless. Although it does not innovate in the puzzle genre the game is a rock
solid package offering a wide range of challenges.. Not worth 50$. Wait till they fix it and lower the price about 45$. Don't be
fooled!!. Multiplayer mode don't have continues.. Quite possibly the best seafood shooter I've ever played. Fun mechanics,
interesting concept, and weird existential load screens combine for a fun time.. I was thrilled when I realised I would need to
make the pen and paper scratchings of a mad person to solve these puzzles.
The game is unnerving and mysterious. It contains the brilliance of old adventure games and won't pull its punches when it
comes to puzzle solving. The story is linier and the perfect length, if you trust in the game design you won't get lost. All the
puzzles feel individually engaging and many have that perfect ' ah ha' moment that make you feel like you're a genius. The story
is tricky so pay attention, you are very much a detective!
The game made me think of Myst and, Riven, The Vanishing of Ethan Carter, Gone home, Firewatch and The Room series.
The mood is tense, the world is beautiful and it plays faster than your average 'walk em up' adventure game.

Thank you Midnight Hub, I hope we see more games in this genre from you. Your designer is very clever.. I highly recommend
this bundle. You get a lot of bang for your buck.

The first four games are enjoyable standard HOGs - the gameplay is somewhat formulaic, but each game cultivates a unique
atmosphere and story. The overall production values are great, with fun locations, clear puzzle screens, and a reliable interface. I
especially liked the inclusion of behind-the-scenes trivia in The Lake House: Children of Silence, as well as the bonus mission.

The fifth game, The Other Side: Tower of Souls, was incredibly, incredibly innovative. It had three endings, two play modes
that change how puzzles operate, hidden collectibles (I only found 106 out of a possible 110), hidden story notes, a shop, a sassy
companion, equally sassy item descriptions, a dark sense of humor, and a creative array of new minigames that weren't just the
same old industry standard ones. On the flip side it also had a few glitches such as graphics (portal to sister's rooms) and
achievements ("Reversi Master") not triggering properly, and some ...interesting... word choices (hairbrush listed as a
"honeycomb," for example). I still loved it, and played it 6 times trying to complete everything before finally giving up on
100%ing.

The last game, Mexicana: Deadly Holiday is perhaps the least polished of the bunch, but I still had fun with it. The story was
compelling, the graphics were beautiful, and many of the puzzles were good (although the challenge level on the puzzles was all
over the place). The click interface, though, was entirely unreliable. I often had to refer to the map to see available actions
because I was never sure if I was doing the right thing and it just wasn't triggering. This title also has a number of hidden book
pages to find that give further insight into the story, but one of them is unfortunately bugged. I did appreciate, however, that you
can use the map at any time to both see and travel back to earlier chapters if you missed picking up a page.

Overall, at less than $2 a game, this is definitely worth picking up at full price. Even though there are a few bumps here and
there, you will get at least 25-30 hours of enjoyable gameplay out of it, and the majority of that gameplay will be beautifully
produced and rewardingly challenging.. Cute little game, doesn't take long to finish if that's what you're there for. But if you
care to stray off the path, there are several secret areas with more nice visuals. The signs left by players add an extra layer of
humor and interactivity.

The launcher didn't seem to respect my graphics settings, but that's okay because it was better fullscreen anyway.
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